Pretty as a Peacock
Materials

1 16mm metal flower
connector
1 8mm metal granular bead
cap
1 15x38mm filigree wrap
bar
4 10x8mm cast metal tube
beads
1 8x25mm latticework
connector
4 6mm rhinestone rondelles
34 3mm brass spacer beads
50cm tiger tail (cut in half)
1 50x35mm glass chandelier
baroque pendant
1 6mm Czech fire-polished
bead
4 4mm Imperial Crystal
round facetted beads
36 8x10mm Imperial
Crystal rondelles
1 4mm rhinestone
cabochon
1 printed collage sheet birds
48x35mm rectangle
4cm of 5mm-link curb
chain
2 50mm head pins
4 eye pins and 4 crimps
3 6mm jump rings

Tools
Round-nose pliers
Flat-nose pliers
Wire cutters
Crimping pliers
Clear adhesive (Ranger
- Accents Line Glossy
Accents)
Fine-tipped precision
scissors
Pencil
fine-tipped paintbrush
Sewing pin
E6000 glue
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STEP 1.
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Select your image from
the collage sheet. Place
the chandelier pendant
over your selected image. Take your pencil
and trace around the
chandelier pendant.
Remove the pendant
from the image and
then draw a second
outline of the pendant
2-3mm inside the first
traced outline. Use
your scissors to carefully cut out the image
shape, cutting along
the second tracing line
(Photo 1).
Take some clear adhesive and apply a small
amount to the back
of the pendant (Photo 1a) before placing
the front side of your
image onto the adhesive at the back of your
pendant. Use your
fingers to smooth out
any air bubbles and
make sure the adhesive
is spread evenly. Wipe
off any excess adhesive
with a clean cloth. Allow the pendant/image
to dry. Once dry, take
an eye pin and insert
the non-loop end
through the hole in
the top of the pendant,
easing the pin through
the paper currently
covering the hole.
Now take the paintbrush and
apply a thin layer of
clear adhesive onto the
back of the pendant
(Photo 1b). Allow to
dry. Remove the eye
pin.

STEP 2.
Take the alloy filigree
wrap and use your
pliers to bend it
around the top side
edges of the chandelier
pendant, making sure
the middle hole of the
wrap matches the top
hole of the pendant.
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Next, take one head
pin and thread on
the granular bead cap
(from front to back
side) before taking
the pin through the
filigree rose connector
and then through the
alloy filigree wrap and
chandelier pendant
hole (Photo 2).
Use your pliers to bend
the head pin wire at
a 90-degree angle at
the back the pendant,
taking the wire up and
away from the holeend of your pendant.
Take your round-nose
pliers or bail making
pliers and bend the
head pin forward to
create a bail. Then
thread the bail through
the middle hole of
the lattice connector
(Photo 2a).
Complete the pendant
by wrapping the
wire of the head pin
between the rose
connector and the
alloy filigree (Photo
2b)
Carefully glue the
4mm rhinestone
cabochon to the front.
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STEP 3.
Take one eye pin and thread on one 4mm round faceted bead and one
rhinestone rondelle. Trim the eye pin 1cm from the rondelle and make
a loop. Take one 25cm length of tiger tail and thread one end through
one crimp, the newly created bail/loop and back through the crimp bead.
Squeeze the crimp closed.
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Thread on one tube bead (Photo 3), *one 8x10mm rondelle and one spacer
bead**. Repeat from * to ** 17 times and on the last repetition omit the
spacer bead. Finish by threading the tiger tail through one crimp bead and
the eye of a new eye pin and back through the crimp bead. Squeeze the
crimp closed (Photo 3a).
Onto the eye pin thread one tube bead, one rhinestone rondelle and one
4mm round faceted bead. Trim the eye pin to 1cm from the last bead and
make a loop. Repeat this step to make the other necklace strap.

STEP 4.
Take two 6mm jump rings and use one jump ring to attach a necklace strap
to either side of the lattice connector.
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Take one 6mm jump ring and thread the end of one necklace strap and one
hook. Take the 4cm curb chain and open one end link as you would a jump
ring and attach to the other necklace strap. Take one head pin and thread
one 6mm fire-polish bead. Start to create a wrap loop before closing attach
To the end of the curb chain.

Follow link to buy this Beads Online kit at:
http://beadsonline.com.au

